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Abstract - In this study, artificial and actual face expressions have been analysed using RMS and MF features on surface EMG. For 

this, Surface EMG for 9 young healthy volunteers has been recorded using multichannel. Total face region has been grouped as lower 

including 3,4,5,7 channels and upper face regions including 9,10,11,12 channels. EMG has been windowed depending on contraction 

time in expression and obtained partial EMG. Average MF and Average RMS values have been obtained and compared on both of the 

face regions for happiness and fear expressions. As a result, we found that MF and RMS values have different selectivity characteristic 

depending on face regions (upper region-lower region) and face expressions (artificial face expressions-actual face expressions). 
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1. Introduction 
 Emotional expression is an important part of non-verbal communication used in daily life.[1] Facial expressions 

(neutral, fear, happy, hate, surprised, angry) are universal.[2] Electromyography (EMG) refers to the collective electric signal 

from muscles, which is controlled by the nervous system and produced during muscle contraction.[3] Electromyography 

muscle allows you to record action potentials differences. This method provides to record the differences in the action 

potentials of the muscle, by applying electrodes on the face muscles. [4]. 

 In this study, Surface EMG recordings have been recorded from 9 young (17-25 years) and healthy volunteers. These 

volunteers were selected 3 male individuals and 6 females. The expressions of emotions have been recorded with surface 

electrodes during basic emotions.  

 In order to evaluate the emotional expressions of these volunteers, they were asked to perform simple facial 

expressions (artificial happiness, actual happiness and artificial fear, actual fear). Then surface EMG data collected and used 

to investigate. The results that obtained using RMS and MF features compared. 

 

2. Recording of sEMG 
 Recording was performed in 2 stages by all volunteers. The PowerLab 35/15 recording system was used in the 

measurements (sample rate Fs=2000 Hz). During record, high definition videos were captured. EMG signals recorded from 

individuals with multi bipolar electrodes (9mm diameter and 20mm interelectrode distance), and conductive and adhesive 

neurodiagnostic gel. Electrodes positions are illustrated (Fig. 1). [5-10] 
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Fig. 1. 

 

 In first stage, volunteers were procured artificial face expressions without stimulation. Recording periods consisted of 

2 seconds of activation and 3 seconds in a resting position. Facial motions (anger, fear, happiness, hate, surprise and sadness) 

were performed by all subjects with two sets. 

 In second stage volunteers were procured actual face expressions with visual stimulation (by watched short movies 

about related expression). 

 

3. Method 
 Individuals recorded data with surface EMG electrodes, from multi-channel with 2 kHz sampling frequency as bipolar 

primarily is pre-processed. Initially notch filters (cut-off frequencies, fc = 50 Hz and fc = 350 Hz) were applied to the signal 

in order to remove power line interference. A fourth order Butterworth bandpass filter (10-500 Hz) was used to suppress 

motion artefacts and noise. Finally, this sEMG signals was analysed with RMS (Root Mean Square) and MF (Mean 

Frequency) features.  

 Facial Region Channels grouped by Upper Face (3-4-5-6) channels and Lower Face (9-10-11-12 channels) and these 

regions also called Orbicularis Oculi Region and Orbicularis Oris Region. Then average of mean frequency (MF) and average 

of Root Mean Square (RMS) values for each group have been calculated using equations 1-6. 
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 where i is he number of channel, f is the mean frequency, p(f) is the power spectrum of each channel. 
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4. Results  
 MF of artificial happiness expression has approximate equal or higher values with actual happiness expression on 

upper face region of male and female subjects. Only one subject with actual happy expression has lower MF value.  On the 

contrary, MF values exhibit totally different results on lower face region. In this region, MF of artificial happiness expression 

has equal or lower values from actual happiness expression. Only one subject with actual happy expression has higher value. 

 

 
Fig. 2: MF Analysis of Happiness Expression on Upper Face Region.   Fig. 3: MF Analysis of Happiness Expression on Lower Face 

Region. 
 

 MF of artificial fear expression has approximate equal or higher values with actual fear expression on upper face 

region of male and female subjects. On the contrary, MF values exhibit totally different results on lower face region. In this 

region, MF of artificial fear expression has equal or lower values from actual happiness expression. Only one subject with 

actual happy expression has higher value. 

 

 
Fig. 4: MF Analysis of Fear Expression on Upper Face Region.    Fig. 5: MF Analysis of Fear Expression on Lower Face Region. 

 

 RMS of artificial happiness expression has lower values with actual happiness expression on lower face region of male 

and female subjects. However upper face region doesn’t include a discrimination feature.  
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Fig. 6: RMS Analysis of Happiness Expression on Upper Face Region.  Fig. 7: RMS Analysis of Happiness Expression on Lower Face 

Region. 
 

 RMS of artificial fear expression has higher values with actual fear expression on upper face region of male and female 

subjects except one subject. However, lower face region doesn’t include a discrimination feature. 

 

 
Fig. 8: RMS Analysis of Fear Expression on Upper Face Region.    Fig. 9: RMS Analysis of Fear Expression on Lower Face Region. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 MF presents classifiable and decomposable results between artificial and actual happiness expressions both of the 

upper and lower face regions. This situation is the same with fear expression. RMS values that is most using parameter in 

EMG has great selectivity on lower face region for discrimination of artificial and actual happiness expressions.  In fear 

expressions, RMS values of upper face regions has powerful selective features but RMS values of lower face region don’t 
reflect a discrimination feature.  

 This results can be interpreted and used for neurorehabilitation studies and this analyse can be combined with another 

physiological parameters. 
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